the funds, but he is also constantly in touch with

Prof. ThomasA. Nazario, from the University of

the Delek administrator to monitor and discuss

San Francisco School of Law, is the president of

fund utilization. This should obviously please all.

TFI. In June 2009 he visited Delek to make a

Free medical supplies received from
"The Forgotten International"

kind donation, an offer which he makes whenever
he happens to be in Dharamsala. This time he

We have for many years been receiving free

also asked for any hospital needs, and so we

medical

handed him a wish list. We highly appreciate his

supplies

from generous

donors

worldwide. Some donors personally visit the

dedication to the work he has initiated, and of

hospital to deliver the donated supplies, and others

course we are most thankful for the promise he
made to send a bulk load of donated
supplies from the US to Delek.
I can vouch for the difficulties they
would have encountered in collecting
and getting the supplies through
customs both in the US and in India,
but what a loving act.
Thank you TFI. You are doing a
wonderful job. We hope that your

send supplies through their friends or someone

noble work continues to prosper and inspire

visiting this area.

many more people to join you for the greater

Their supplies have proved extremely useful to

good and for the people who have very little and

meet our needs, as it helps us provide free medical

live at the edge oflife and death.

assistance to the needy. Therefore, again we take

Finally, our special thanks goes to Ms. Jennifer

this opportunity to thank all those who have

Zahgkuni, assistant to the President bfTFI, who

contributed to our objectives.

took the trouble to get those supplies delivered

At the beginning of August this year, a small

here safely.

truckload arrived from The Forgotten,
International (TFI), an organization based
in the US. The truck contained various useful
hospital supplies. Along with the medical
supplies there were 14 extra boxes of used I
, shoes, which we have distributed among the
staff on a lottery basis .
.The staff are grateful to TFI for the shoes
which have been very useful in this hillyarea!
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